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Tess Tessier(04221974)
 
I love to write poems, short stories, or music with my guitar when I am feeling
down. I find it a release from my depression. Allows me to focus on what is
bothering me and truly grasp it's reality. I hope you enjoy what I have to offer.
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A Wall Divides
 
A tear drops.
Memories fall.
We danced like kids in the rain when we first met.
We embraced life with our first born.
Stress, Family, work, career…
A wall was slowly being built block by block dividing us.
Anger, pain, frustration…
Sadness and loneliness embraced one and another felt content and oblivious.
Ignorance through faithfulness….
Embracement and love by one and a wall built by another.
Reaching out yearning to embrace…. 
A wall divides us. 
Spoken with no words…
A wall divides us. 
Love with all senses; feel you, smell you, taste you,
A bonding soulful connection.
Drink in your love.
A tear drops and memories fall.
The only thing left is a wall.
A wall divides us.
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Am I Jealous?
 
Am I jealous?
At one time I was a star in your sky
You bragged about me with so much pride
You dreamed about me
You talked about me
Every waken minute you wanted to be with me
 
Am I Jealous?
At one time I was someone in your eyes
You always reaching for me
Fighting for me
You professed your love with no shame
Never wanting to point blame
 
Am I jealous?
Now you avoid me
You turn off all emotions to me
You are ashamed to know me
I am no one to you; really
 
Who is now in your sky?
Who is now in your eyes?
Who is now your pride?
 
Am I jealous?
I miss being your center
I miss your touch
Your kiss
Your breath
Your mind
 
I am Jealous.
I want to be him again.
I am Jealous of him.
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Blessed Union
 
When a union in love is blessed by the father it goes beyond the heart into the
inner depths of the soul
forming a bond like no other: A beautiful unbreakable bond.
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Destiny
 
Do you believe in Destiny?
I do. I believe I was destined to be with you.
I was an empty soul living on the coast
Confused on where my life was going.
Like most times in my life I ran; always on the run
I could have run anywhere.
I chose the unknown: A place with no family. No friends.
Your soul was calling.
Destiny was calling.
Destiny was drawing us together.
Destiny put us at the same concert, but it wasn't time.
Destiny put us at the same clubs, but it wasn't time.
Destiny moved me close to you.
Time was coming soon.
Destiny introduced me to your friends.
Time had come.
I was drawn to you sparks of love at first sight.
Do you believe in Destiny?
I do. I believe I was destined to be with you.
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First Kiss
 
I remember our first kiss. We were on the dance floor. The music surrounding
and our bodies engulfed
in the waves of rhythm.
I looked at you and you smiled. I never felt so disarmed. My heart beating faster
Afraid like a child feeling loss of innocence.
I leaned over and gently touched your lips to mine and quickly pulled away. You
smiled again. My heart
beating even faster
Staring in your eyes lost in your soul I put my hand gently behind your neck and
pulled you closer to me
embracing your lips to mine. My knees felt weak. Drunk and paralyzed in your
sweet kiss.
Dizziness.
Weakness.
Vulnerable.
Intoxicating.
Lost.
Was I standing or am I floating?
No longer music playing only beating of hearts
Heavy breathing yet suffocating
Your arms embraced my waist pulling me closer to you
Our bodies entangled
Time stood still no one around
Alone in your embrace connected as one.
Hearts beating as one
No longer us.
Just one.
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Gods Garden
 
When I lay my eyes upon you for the first time it was like Lavender rose
capturing my love at first sight.
You moved with gracefulness of a Pink rose filled with love and happiness.
You were like a funnel projecting great strength. I knew you had ambition always
getting your way.
You have always been like a splendid Oleander flowing in the wind with beauty
and grace.
Like a Chrysanthemum spreading love and affection.
I am your blue bell filled with never ending love and appreciation.
Like a fern filled with sincerity.
Let's plant fields of peonies and Syringes growing a happy life!
We can be Amaryllis having a splendid and beautiful life together.
GOD's beauty surrounds us; a painter with passion for romance.
The earth is his canvas. The flowers created speak to us of Love, passion,
strength, affection,
dedication…
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I Am Less Than Human
 
Eyes burn like fire
Mouth cut like razor blades
Words from your tongue like daggers
Splitting my heart in two
 
I am less than human
 
Used for your abuse
Denial of your truth
Your problem is me
Buried with your burdens
 
I am less than human
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In My Dreams
 
In my dreams I hide
In my dreams I reside
In my dreams nothing is wrong
In my dreams our love is strong
In my dreams our hearts dance
In my dreams there is romance
In my dreams there is no sadness
In my dreams there is happiness
In my dreams there is laughter
In my dreams I am all you're after
The past memories I dream
I dream of times that are few and between
In my dreams I hide
In my dreams I reside
Reality is too much to bear
Hide from this guilt I wear
In my dreams…
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In Someone Eyes
 
In someone eyes you're the lighthouse safely navigating their seas
In someone eyes you are a delicate flower elegantly flowing in their breeze
In someone eyes you are star they make a wish to at night
In someone eyes you are the hero that takes away the fright
In someone eyes you are the honey to the bees
In someone eyes you are the warmth of loving need
In someone eyes you are the tissue drying the tear
In someone eyes you are the guardian angel always there
In someone eyes you are the world they see
In someone eyes you are their heart, life, and security
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Internal Flame
 
We lay by the fire its flames licking our skin
Your head on my chest passion stirring within
Fear of denial I resist the internal flame
But your smile so flirty it was whispering my name
 
I sense fear and trust causing you doubt
You push back afraid on what this will bring about
I so badly want to live in the moment forget all shame
The passion so strong we can't tame this exotic flame
 
Trust me I promise to not hurt you tonight
Let our bodies memories revisit it will be alright
Old memories of us erotic rages inside
The passion so strong fear is pushed aside
 
I leaned down and brushed the hair form your face
My heart becomes vulnerable yearning for your soulful embrace
Our eyes meet and connection is formed
Our past history temporarily forgotten, ignored
 
Uncontrollable lust our lips embrace
My hand on your stomach and yours on my face
Your blouse slips down from your shoulders as you shift up towards me
Electric shock waves throughout our bodies of ecstasy
 
The fire in our soul soon to burst
The animal inside begin their lustful thirst
A lioness on a hunt prancing for an attack
You rip off my shirt now there is no turning back
 
I bite your lower lip nibble so softly
My hand touches your bosom ever so gently
You lean back gasping for air
I treat your body as a precious gift handling with care
 
My lips caress your breast massaging your nipples
Your body feeling vulnerable and acceptable
A senseless loss of control fire burning ever more heat
I drink in your lust enjoying the taste that is so sweet
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My kiss gently caresses your navel
I have taken control, captain of this vessel
Your legs wrap around my shoulders
A mocking bird drinking in flowers nectar
 
Your hands below gripping my hair
You are no longer in control frighten and scared
Yet you give me more of yourself to guide
Wanting, urging, and pressing for me to come inside
 
I make you wait gently kissing your thighs
You're paralyzed lost in your senses feeling an exotic high
I am teasing all of your inner desires
The burn is so intense there are no controlling passion fires
 
I look up into your deep blue eyes
I see the storm brewing in your skies
Your body urgently demanding me to come inside
I gently place myself in you turning over control to guide
 
Our hearts synchronize like a rhythmic machine
The thrust is so passionate gasping for air in between
Our naked bodies unified as one being
Active volcano heat lavas brewing
 
Dancing under the star lit night
Shadows of our souls gleefully delight
Thrusting become hungry stronger burning desire
You feel it coming from within full blazing fire
 
From your toes to your head you burst in a tear
Breathless, innocent, heart overbearing nothing is clear
Your explosive volcano results in my burst
The hunger for desire with never ending thirst
 
We lay by the fire under the night time sky
Your head on my chest a tear in my eye
The memories overbearing but it was worth this shame
For the internal fire is always burning inside an internal flame
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Lady Blue
 
The first time I saw you,
There was something about you,
Something I knew,
Was it those eyes or maybe your hair,
Was it you lips or your body so fair,
Was it your cheeks or was it your nose,
Covered with freckles as cute as could be,
Your beauty is uncommon and truly so rare,
You were all that I thought of all I could see,
There is no one quite like you there never will be,
You are so special so special to me,
Your smile spreads sunshine where darkness once was,
Your voice is so sweet there's something it does,
I need you I love you I miss you so much,
My soul is now empty my heart broken its true,
Because now I have lost you as it is such,
I wish there was something anything I could do,
To win back the lady with big eyes of blue.
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Phone Call
 
Hello how are you?
Oh you don't say? Tell me about your family, what you like, and the things you
do?
That sounds wonderful. I like that too!
How many have you been with? Me, no I can't say. Too ashamed to admit the
truth…
Oh I can't lie to you!
Oh I am sorry what did you say? Do I hear angels singing?
Are you singing?
I close my eyes as I listen to your song and start dreaming.
Same dream every time we talk. Your head is on my chest. My arms embracing
you
I stare down into your eyes lost in blue
My heart thumps and I can't hear what you're saying.
All I hear is an angel singing…..
 
Tess Tessier
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Picture Of You
 
Today I saw a picture of you.
 
I was taken back to a time of innocence.  Happiness overcame my being like a
child playing in the rain splashing and jumping in puddles overjoyed with
laughter.
 
Today I saw a picture of you.
 
I was overjoyed with your big bright eyes yet my soul was paralyzed grasping to
breathe in your essence.
 
Today I saw a picture of you. 
 
Your smile sent a wave of warmth hitting me like the ocean wave causing me to
lose my balance.
 
Today I saw a picture of you.
 
Every ounce of my being wanted to embrace you like flowers embraces the Sun.
 
Today I saw a picture of you
 
I know it's going to be a good day....
 
Tess Tessier
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Promises Of  A Sacred Gift
 
From the time we met you stole my heart
I always vision life with you to death do us part
Hand in hand through life facing any challenge
Knowing I was with you we would always manage
Like moon to the earth and stars to the night we are bonded
Your heart was a blessing gifted by GOD and I took it for granted
Sorrow, regret, and pain fill my heart for losing the gift that was to be sacred
A thousand words and apology will not change the past
My love for you has never fault and will always last
You are the star in my night sky guiding me through darkness
I pray to GOD I can earn your trust and forgiveness
Maybe with your forgiveness you can give us another chance
I promise to never hurt providing security, love, and romance
 
Tess Tessier
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Rain
 
Some days I feel like it is raining
As if the clouds are chasing my head
Each dropp a memory in disguise
It's flooding
I'm drowning
Memories suffocating
Sorrow
Regret
Pain
Fear
Happiness
Emptiness
Into the void
Emotional overloading senses
To sleep I hide
In dreams I confide
Some days I feel like its raining
As if the clouds are chasing my head
 
Tess Tessier
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Redeemed
 
In my pain I wallowed in my sorrow
In my fear I was shallow and despaired
Lost all hope and felt unwanted
 
Knowing you always wanted me
knowing you were always accepting me
knowing you with your love embracing me
Depressed mind redeemed
 
With my tongue I lashed and stung
With my eyes I scolded and yearned
Lost all hope I felt unforgiving
 
Knowing you were always wanting me
Knowing you were always accepting me
Knowing you with your love embracing me
Depressed mind redeemed
 
In my faith I bring my burdens
In your grace I have been forgiven
In your name I repent
In your love I am reborn
 
Knowing you were always wanting me
Knowing you were always accepting me
Knowing you with your love embracing me
Depressed mind redeemed
 
Tess Tessier
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Sunflower's In The Field
 
I came upon a field of sunflowers. Their pedals reaching to the sun for it's
warmth and love. I stood amazed in it's beauty. The sparkling of the fresh dew of
the morning dripping off like tears of joy.
 
Their aroma filled the air with fragrance of love. I noticed a bee. It wings
emitting a humming sound. The sound so soothing I wanted to dream. I watched
as the bee embraced the flower so carefully as if it found it's lost love. I stood in
amazement as it was focused on this one and only flower.
 
I stood in the field and I looked up at the sky. The sky so blue and cloudless. The
day was bright and I felt the warmth of the sun on my face. Joy over empowered
me as I closed my eyes and took in all my senses.
 
As my eyes closed I became overjoyed with emotion. No longer was I standing in
the field of sunflowers, but laying in the field of your love. Your hair brushed
against my chin. Your soft skin touching my face. I open my eyes and I gazed on
your smile. I felt as if I was the bee and embracing the flower and drawing in
your love. I could feel you with all my essence. You laughed and my heart
fluttered. Your eyes as blue as the sky warming every aspect of my soul. I closed
my eyes
 
I came upon a field of sunflowers. Their pedals reaching for the sun for its
warmth and love. Today I fell in love.
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